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• Jeff Button
– Macy’s Vice President, Specialized Services, Talent

• Jennifer Hadtrath
– Macy’s Director, Learning and Development

• James Richards
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Are you wondering . . .?
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You	are	
not	alone!

?



If you are looking for answers . . .
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Case Study
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üTrain anywhere in 
the store

üGamification/HTML
üIntegrated to the 

enterprise
üFast content update
üTracking/Reporting

üTrain anywhere in 
the store
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üIntegrated to the 

enterprise
üFast content update
üTracking/Reporting

Free the Learner!

Challenge Solution Result



Agenda
• Implementation for an Hourly Workforce

• Mobile Learning – Desired Outcomes

• Mobile Design – Key Considerations

• What We’re Still Learning

• Q & A
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The Importance of Ideas and Execution
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Implementation for an Hourly Workforce

1. Assess risks & benefits
• Risks: customer perception, network load, bandwidth, 

user adoption, use while “off the clock”
• Benefits: associate productivity, hours utilization, just-in-

time learning, immediate transfer of learning
2. Address wage and hour requirements

• Accessible only in-store, using company-issued devices
3. Identify financial offsets

• On-the-floor access during down time, reduced training 
time for mobile learning modules

4. Access to equipment & allocation of time
• Significant hardware and network investments; offset by 

multi-purpose device strategy (selling, learning, 
communication)
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Initial Questions
• How can we learn from other people’s mistakes?
• What should enterprise organizations know before 

embracing mobile learning?
• What are the risks of deploying mobile learning without a 

strategy?
• How do we create an approach that integrates with our 

current systems and infrastructure?
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Words of Wisdom…

When used right, technology becomes an accelerator of 
momentum…you cannot make good use of technology until 
you know which technologies are relevant.

Jim Collins, Good to Great
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Mobile Learning – Desired Outcomes

Align with Macy’s 
strategies to drive 
business results

Improve onboarding 
& training experience

Raise the quality 
of execution 

§ Focus on sales-driving ideas, compliance 
where required, efficiency and expense control

§ Make strategic investments with key business 
partners and in high growth areas

§ Eliminate disconnect between the applicant 
experience and new associate experience

§ Start with essential content that can be quickly 
absorbed and easily applied

§ Emphasize easy to use tools and content
§ Deploy a holistic approach – consider 

participants, content, systems, technology, 
outcomes and reporting
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Mobile Design – Key Considerations

Personalized	
Content

Typical	User	
Profile

Audio	vs.	No	
Audio

Gamification Content	Types Curriculum-
Based	Training

Measuring	
Performance	

Impact
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1. Personalized Content
Is there a need to deploy or restrict access to specific content 
by audience?

– Hourly vs. salaried employees
– Single sign-on
– Open access vs. specifying content by business area(s) 

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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2. Typical User Profile
What is the typical user profile or experience?

– Location for consuming content
– Disruptions during the learning experience
– Bookmarking courses
– Optimal course length 
– Mobile learning vs. learning on a mobile device

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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3. Audio vs. No Audio
Does audio enhance or inhibit the user experience? 

– Quiet vs. loud environment
– Public vs. private space
– User expectations (coupling of audio & video)
– Requires intentional design (amount of text & images, 

closed captioning)

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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4. Gamification
Do courses that are highly interactive produce additional ROI?

– Consider required investment in time, dollars & design 
expertise

– Benefit of encouraging employees to return to the “game” 
to seek mastery or advance to the next level

– Competition with self and/or others
– Establish metrics to quantify improved retention or 

increased learning 

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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5. Content Types
Is mobile learning better suited for any particular type of 
learning initiative?

– Design content for various initiatives to determine 
effectiveness

• Systems: POS training
• Skills: Customer service and selling skills
• Product Knowledge: Seasonal merchandise updates

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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6. Curriculum-Based Training
Is curriculum-based training compatible with a mobile 
strategy?

– Partner with the business to identify opportunities that are 
optimal for creating multi-level learning (e.g., 101, 201 and 
301 courses)

– Allow employees to expand their knowledge base in a 
self-paced environment

– Design content where employees can stay in one level 
and experience multiple outcomes (based on responses)

– Layer on modules so employees can advance in levels as 
they gain proficiency and knowledge

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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7. Measuring Performance Impact
What specific metrics are needed? 

– Performance outcomes – what does “good” performance 
look like?

– Business outcomes (e.g., sales improvement, customer 
service ratings)

– Course completion & proficiency

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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7. Measuring Performance Impact
How can we build experience statements into each course? 

– Start small (e.g., completion statements)
– Define a common vocabulary with design team
– Leverage Subject Matter Experts to identify key 

performance indicators, then create experience 
statements that support those metrics

– Establish tracking and reporting tools that will work for 
your organization

Mobile Design – Key Considerations
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What We’re Still Learning

Successes
– More people can participate in training

• Additional devices are available, not limited to training room
– Self-motivated employees have additional learning 

opportunities
Opportunities

– Just in time training delivery
• Embed learning within current workflow; not as a separate “event”
• Allow time on the floor vs. pulling employees off the floor

– Meaningful tracking and reporting
• Determine information needed on courses and audience
• Ability to create ad hoc reports, beyond standardized reports

– Opportunity to move to Web App
• Allows for device agnostic content and module delivery
• Creates additional network load – bandwidth
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Q & A 
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